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N.Y.S. GAY GROUPS
MEET IN BUFFALO
The October conference of
The New York State coalition of
Gay Organiz-ations, a collection
of fifty gay groups state wide,
is being held in Buffalo the
weekend of October 20,21 and

22. During this? meeting, the
single most important for this

organization this year, a new
board of directors will be
elected, strategy for the 3.979
state legislative sessions will
be developed, and new gay organizations applying for NYSCGO

will be admitted.
The conference is being
hosted by four local organizations
Mattachine, Gay Liber-

-

ation Front/SUNY Buffalo, Dignity/Buffalo and Student Alliance for Gay Equality/SUC
Buffalo. SAGE has arranged for
the rooms for the conference

on the state college campus.
There is much work yet to be
done, and organizers need help
in several ways: we need places
to house delegates we need
individuals willing to meet
delegates at the airposrt and

bus termoinals and bring them
to the college campus, we need
help setting up and cleaning,
If you wish to help out,
up.
please call the conference
coordinator, Don Licht, at

886-8198.

All meetings and most workshops are open and you are invited to participate. Several
of the workshops are of immediate
interest, ,I'hey include:
-how to manage non-profit
organizations
-lobbying
how to do it
effectively
-CETA funds
how to obtain

.

-

-

them
-how to respond

to

anti-

gay campaigns
-how to work with the

straight media
A major dinner is slated

for Saturday, October 21 at spm
-jith a well known speaker
yet to be announced. That;
as well, a foil; music
coffeehouse will be held for a
small donation and Madelaine
Davis will perform.

CONFESSIONS OF
A GAY LOBBYIST

The Rochester Rally for Rights, held September 23, hosted
hundreds of gay people to counterbalance Anita Bryant's
visit there. Among those present were Leonard Matlovich
and Kate Millet.

We have heard in recent
months of the political defeats
which gay people have suffered
in Oregon, Minnesota, Florida
and elsewhere. News like this
can be most discouraging. In
the face of such discouragement
still working indefatigably
for Gay Rights and legislation
requires a particular dedication—such stamina can be found
in John Nehrich--New York State
Coalition of Gay Organization's
full-time lobbyist ("Legislative Consultant") in Albany.
With his degree in chemistry from Rensellaer Polytechnic, he worked at General
Electric in Schenectady. After
leaving their employ in 1976,
John became increasingly involved with canvassing NY State
Assembly people and Senators,
as a volunteer. First assigned
to lobby freshmen in the
Assembly, John was appointed
as full-time lobbyist in October
1977, a paid position.

Gay legislation has been
presented to the Assembly for
the past eight years in one
form or another. In recent

five separate bills
have been considered: consensual sodomy repeal, gay civil
rights guarantees, gay men
and lesbian child custody;
guarantee of nondiscrimination
within the state civil service;
and a reform of the state
liquor codes--which presently
(in theory) deny lisences to
establishments who serve gay
years,

people.

This legislative year,
which is now at an end, none
of the bills appeared on com-

mittee agendas--on purpose.
Although a majority of the

Democratic Assembly are privately in favor of gay legislation, publicly, they are unwilling to vote for legislation
doomed to defeat in the Republican controlled Senate.

John has worked closely
with Ernie Reaugh--the Administrative Assistant to Senator
Orenstein (D), minority leader
in the Senate. Ernie, an
openly gay man and former (1972)
head of the Gay Methodist
Caucus, feels that gay people
should strive to elect a Democratic Senate.
By doing so,

sth5th Freedom
Publication
of the

In
times past, attempts were specifically made to delete references to consensual sodomy in
Penal Code: Article 130.
In

FREEDOM is a monthly publication
of the Mattachine Society of the
Niagara Frontier.
It is distributed
free of charge in any establishment
and with any organization permitting
such distribution.
Our monthly
circulation is 4,000.

that form, many legislators
who privately supported such
legislation, refused to vote
for it, because it put them
on record as

business.

Vie welcome any contribution of news
items, written articles, letters
art work or photography by members of
the gay community.
We cannot guarantee the return of any materials
submitted for publication, whether
used by sth FREEDOM or not, unless
specifically requested and accom-

panied by a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
All materials submitted
are subject to editorialization.

letters
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ganization of Men and Women creating
space to be together, to love their God
and to share their resources and talents
with one another in creating a better
world. Dignity International was organized many years ago as a meeting place
and celebrating place for gay women and
men, and now has over seventy chapters
around the world, offering support and

forty members, celebrates the liturgy

twice a month at a private home, comes
together for special prayers and study
groups and recreates together whenever
possible.
A monthly newsletter keeps members and other interested people informed

.

AU sth FREEDOM staff are volunteers.
Anyone interested in working on the
paper should call our business
office at (716) 881-5335, write to
the address above or drop in at
our office at 45 Allen Street.

Our Lives" a film that presents conversawith 26 gay men and women on what it means
to be a homosexual in America today.
It
was on Channel 17 October 10th and I hope
a lot of you saw it.
I suspect, however, a lot of you did
This issue of the sth Freedom
not see it.
was supposed to be out last week informing
you all of how good a film it is and recommending that everyone stay home Tuesday
to watch it before going out. Unfortunately, we didn't have enough money to print
this paper till now.
Money is always a problem wilh us.
We hope you enjoy the sth Freedom and we
feel it is getting bettfer these days. We
want it to remain free to anyone interested and we want to come out on time next
issue.
We need your help to do
Please, please use the form below to send

this.

us whatever you can to help us survive.

*t

Permission is required for reproduction of any materials printed in
the sth FREEDOM.
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At right find the Mariposa Film Group, who
Stories of Some of
produced Word is Out:

John Love
Gene Possedento

n

of what's happening and is a tool for
communicating ideas and opinions. Posters
and brochures have been printed to alert
interested people that the group is around
and active.
Three priests from the area
act as celebrants for liturgy, do counseling and serve in an advisory capacity.
Dignity/Buffalo is run by lay men and
women who take seriously their responsibilities to be Christian leaders.
Throughout its history, Dignity's
relationship with the local Bishop and
Catholic community has been strained and
unfortunate.
It is hoped that current
dialogues with the diocese will result in
a more constructive relationship that
will allow the group the .use of facilities
maintained by the Church.
Anyone interested in learning more
about Dignity/Buffalo and its work is
asked to write PO Box 75 Ellicott Station,
Buffalo, NY
14201 or phone 884-5631.

Word Was Out,
5th Freedom Wasn't

to the editor, address changes,
copy and contributions to:

II

On October 15th, Dignity/Buffalo will
celebrate its Second Anniversary as an or-

Dignity/Buffalo has grown to over

plain, sealed envelope.

—II

JOHN NEHRICH

Catholic community..

Subscription fee for mailing and
handling is $3.50 yearly. Mattachine
members receive the paper free of
charge. Each issue is mailed in a

31

m

In-

encouragement to gays who wish to share
with each other the precious gift of their
faith as well as a determination to find
their rightful place within the larger

Deadlines for feature articles, art,
letters and ad copy is the 10th of
each month, for publication in the
following month's issue.
News items
are accepted up to publication.
jj

sth FREEDOM
Box 155
Ellicott Station
Buffalo, New York

"nro-gav".

|

DIGNITY CELEBRATES
SECOND ANNIVERSARY

The presence of the name or picture
other representation of a business
organization or pers.on(s) in articles
or advertising in this newspaper is
not an indication of the sexual orien
tation of such person, organization

'Mail subscription requests,

A female presence is needed.
Buffalonians will get
their third chance this year
to meet John Nehrich, October
20, 21 and 22--for the NYSCGO
conference at Buffalo State
College on Elmwood Avenue.
He will run a workshop on lobbying and legislative effectiveness.
It will be a chance
to let him know what we_ want.

sodomy repeal has changed.

or

J

John, still highly motivated, is willing to sustain
his presence for a few more
Albany has seen six
years.
gay lobbyists in as many years
Help is also on the way. Betsy Pugh will soon be aiding
John as a part-time lobbyist.

which includes representatives
from NOW, Planned Parenthood
ACLU, NYPIRG. These people
provide mutual advice.
Next
year he may have strong need
of their aid; strategy for

15th

1

lobbyists.

John, very visible as the
gay spokesperson in Albany,
nevertheless does not work in i
a vacuum; he is also a member
of the "good-guy lobbyists"-|

OCT. 1978
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or

cont. from p.l

they guarantee a positive vote
in both chambers on at least
one of the bills in the gay
legislative package.

Mattachine Society of the Niagara Frontier

:

lobbyist

stead legislators, including
Mark Segal, Possidente, Bernstein and others, foresee an
overhaul and reform of the entire Code which relates to
sex, rape, etc. Therefore,
such paranoid legislators
would be on record in favor
of rape law reform (a "safe"
issue), thereby also supporting sodomy repeal, without making
such reform a focus.
such
direction is taken, John
Nehrich will take a back seat
to the other "Good-Guy"

ii—

I'd like to make a contribution towards Gay
rights in Buffalo.
I pledge to pay the
following monthly sum for one year. I understand that I will be reminded monthly.
I'd like to make a one time, anonymous
donation of the following sum.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

[] $ 2

[] $ 5

[]$ 10

If this donation is a single one, the above

[]$ 50

[] $ 100

[] $

information is not required.

Mail to MSNF, Fundraising Comm., at the address on the back cover of the Fifth Freedom.

Thank you.

I

SHORT
SHOTS....
The Nose Knows
If your nose is stopped up, maybe you're aroused. Southern
California researcher Dr. Vernon Gray says that, "It's a well
known fact that the nose tends to stop up when people are
erotically or sexually stimulated. We used to call it 'honeymoon nose'," Gray says, "although that may be a term that is no
longer valid in today's world." According to the doctor, erotic
stimulation causes the blood vessels in the nose to dilate,
which, in turn, blocks the air passages. As a result, the doctor says, being turned on can leave you breathless.

The New York State Senate, in Albany, has passed a bill prohibiting the installation or maintenance of two-way mirrors or other
viewing devices in hotel rooms, restrooms, or washrooms.
NEW YORK TIMES

The NGTF WantsToHearFromYou

GAY NEWS

Coors Cares

The Adolph Coors Brewing Company has added "sexual preference"
The company, which
to its equal employment opportunity policy.
had been the target of a successful gay boycott because of its
hiring policy, announced in March that its policy would read:
"the company does not discriminate on hiring in the areas of

race, color, creed, sex, sexual preference, age, handicap or

national origin."

Mirror, Mirror On The Wall

SEATTLE GAY NEWS

After- several postponements, finally on August 21, the made-fortelevision movie "Sgt. Matlovitch vs. the Air Force" was aired
on the NBC Monday Night Movie. Matlovitch is the gay airman
who challenged the Air Force for an honorable discharge.
The
movie described as a docu-drama--the story being factual but
the real-life persons are portrayed by actors".
The National Gay Task Force is requesting that gay viewers
contact programming executives describing their likes and dislikes about the movie.
Those east of the Mississippi should
write to Fred Silverman, NBC-TV, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York City, NY
10020. Westerners can address their responses
to Jerry Stanley, NBC-TV, 3000W. Alameda, Burbank, CA 91523.
Speak up andbe heard!!'.
COAST TO COAST TIMES

I His Image AndLikeness
The book "Saturday Night Fever", written from the movie of the
same name, has been removed from the shelves of Rogers High
School in Syoming, Michigan, a suburb of Grand Rapids. A parent
objected to a portion of the book in which a character conjectures that God is homosexual.
GAY LIGHT

Beware Of
Recognition for quote of the month must go to Vermont State
Senator Melvin Mandingo (R-Essez-Orleans), who, in a recent
Sunday "Rutland Herald" was quoted as saying:
"I have a definite feeling that homosexuals as a class are doomed to die out
because they don't reproduce their own kind."
COAST TO COAST TIMES

Implication By Association

But then, neither does the jack-ass... the need
the public becomes increasingly evident.

P.S.

In Nashua, New Hampshire, the school board ha-s voted to ban "Ms
Magazine" from its libraries because it encourages young ladies
to "send away for such things as contraceptives, and materials
dealing with lesbianism and witchcraft."
LESBIAN NEWS

21 Down
10th, New Jersey's Governor Brendan Byrne signed into
law the new state criminal code (to take effect September 1,
1979)--thereby making New Jersey the 21st state to repeal laws

On August

prohibiting sodomy.

GAY NEWS

HAND CRAFTED PIPES

YANA BOOKS
ON OCCULT
PIPES REPAIRED

TOBACCO CIGARS
CIGARETTES

to

educate

News From National Gay Task Force
In an effort to promote the theme "We Are Your Children"--theme
of the NGTF educational campaign launched last year, the NGTF is
sponsoring the First National Week of Dialogue with American
Parents and Families, scheduled for debut October 22nd through
28th. WTth~Fritent t:o promote greater communication among gaypeople, their parents, families and non-gay friends, the Week
of Dialog_ue is designed to be just that--a week of "focused personaTdialogue" amongst those in attendance. Special educational programs will be held, devoted to particular issues such as
'coming out to one's family. Non-gay organizations, such as
PTA's, church groups, neighborhood associations and service
clubs are being encouraged to devote a program to the theme:
"Gay People Are Our Children, Relatives and Friends".
Also
available will be several educational materials published by
the NGTF for programming use.
Nearly one hundred lesbian, gay, Parents of Gays, religious
and community organizations have already indicated their intenOther gay or non-gay ogranition to participate in the program.
zations who wish to become involved in the Week of Dialogue
program are encouraged to contact the NGTF Group Officer, Ms.
J.E. Meyers, at the NGTF offices in New York, 80 Fifth Avenue,
Suite 1601, New York, NY 10011 or by calling her at 212-

-

-741-5817.

882-1730
156 ELMWOOD. AYE., BUFFALO, NY 14201
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Men's Liberation
by Gene Possedento
in Buffalo....
"What does a men's movement mean to you?" "What
should a men's center be? do?
That is what services and supports should it provide?"
"What special groups or programs would be of interest to

you?" These questions provided three and a half hours
of discussion at the "Men's
Center" organizational meeting,
held September 13th at the
Unitarian Church (Elmwood at
West Ferry).
The evening began with a
short introduction by Steve
Novick, the evening's moderator. He gave a short history
of the men's movement, went
over the questions and agenda
for the evening and stressed
his desire for an informal and
relaxed atmosphere. The first
task for the group was to in-

troduce themselves and answer
the question "What does a
men's group mean to you?" The
group of about twenty-five men
was quite diverse. About one
third said they were gay or
bisexual, a few people were
there from Tolstoy College
(College F at SUNYAB), others
were from the Unitarian Church
or from the community at large.
Reasons people gave for being
there were similarly diverse.
"I want to be free of the
macho role I'm forced to play
and just be who I am," said
one man.
Another felt that
it was a logical reaction to
the challenge of the feminist
movement to males, in that
we too should get our (male)
acts together and release the
tight reins of control we
keep on ourselves and society
as a whole.
Most men stated
they had no real male friends,
just "buddies" or "acquaintances" or men they worked with
They said they had women as

real friends

most

often.

The group broke down into
four subgroups to discuss the
next question.
"What should
a men's center be?
do? that
is what services and supports
should it provide?" In my
group people started talking
about men who weren't there,
friends, men at work. What
could we do to reach these
men. People spoke of how
they couldn't tell men at

work they were coming to this
meeting for fear of their
reactions to a men's group.
The subject of homosexuality
came up here too. The group's
feeling was that gay men should
be as welcome as any other
men at a center-and that other
men would have to resolve
whatever negative feelings
they had with any or all of
the men.
Support was expressed for gay rights and many
of the men felt that since
gay men had to work through
a great deal of the problems
(self-definition) of what they

themselves wished too and
saw gay men as an asset.
One group member felt
that entirely too much emphasis was being placed on

the men not present.
He felt
that we should instead focus
on our own needs; that is

were we there," "what were
our needs." A place to hang
on, develop support groups,
make new friends and have
open forums on various topics"
were all suggested. In terms
of movement growth one person
felt that perhaps overtures
could be made to the local
YMCA for possible joint
seminars. Above all the group
felt that a center should be
a relaxed place for open discussions and socialization.
When the groups reconvened
we found there was much overlap in the discussions after

"why

much restatement of the above
issues the groups reconvened,

Bart

cockhold
So I chuckled at the follies
of the straight advertising
world and passed on to more

pertinent reading.
Times have changed, or so
I learned recently at a meeting
of HAA.
HAA stands for Homosexual Advertising Anonymous,
and it is an organization set
up to provide aid for gays who

are victims of Madison Avenue's
latest invidious campaign of

promises. HAA meetings work
much in the same manner as
other organizations of this

"NOW... NEW, IMPROVED..."
Sometime last year I recall coming across a paperback
in the bookstore whose subject
was the complex world of advertising.
What was so interesting was the vague recollection of a woman in a black,
translucent gown, licking* ice
cubes, while streams of honey
were dripping down her breasts.

Under the picture, the caption
queried, "Does this picture
arouse you? You are being
manipulated this very moment!"
Well, that's what they thought.

Farrah Fawcett Majors in the

nude couldn't sell mc the World

Trade Center for $1.89 if she

pumped eight daiquiris into mc.

4

type.
Each new member is
asked to share with the group
his tale of woe.
(The crowd
is almost exclusively male.
The director informed mc that
gay women have been subjected to scantily clad female
models exhorting them on to
whiter teeth and sleeker cars
for years and years that they

have developed an immunity that
gay men are presently without).
The first member to "confess" was a young man of 27."
Ashen faced, raspy voiced, his
speech was interspersed with
periods of intense coughing.
"Not two years ago," he started,
taking time to clear his throat,
"I was a health food addict
and a track star.
One day, on
the way to an ECAC track meet,
I opened my Sports Illustrated
and there it was: the first
of the new Winston commercials.
Those beautiful blue eyes
matching that open denim shirt

into two groups.
group discussed possible
locations for a men's center.
The other group began by checking to see what sort of groups
people would like to see
started. Groups ranged from
Gay Fathers to Men in Retire-

this, time
One

ment .

V

\L

.

\ V"i.sMeg-l|

The meeting broke up about
Plans were made for

11:00pm.

further meetings

— details

shall

be forthcoming in future issues
Personally I
of this paper.
found the group to be open and
responsive to mc as a gay male.
I feel I've invested much time
in finding out how society
oppresses mc as a gay but not
very much time sorting out how
my role as a male limits my

freedom.

PLANT M.L&OKE-S.

COMING OUT AT WORKTOPICAT PROFESSIONAL'S MEETING

The Western New York gay
professional group focused on
the issue of "coming out" at
work during its last formal
meeting, and there was a consensus that disclosure of sexual orientation on the grounds
is still grounds for dismissal
or harassment in many professions.
The group listened while
several members talked of the
difficulties they had experienced while remaining "in the
closet" and shared some similar
frustrations about the need for
"a double life". Although a
couple members were able to be
open about their gayness at'
work, most were certain that
the conflicts they experience
daily are less painful than
what might transpire if their
employers were aware of their
being gay.
The meeting was the third
pet together of what appears
to be the beginnings of an untapped and needed resource in
the Western New York area.
After an article in last month's
Fifth Freedom and a second
meeting, the group has swelled
to almost three times its orig-

exposing a gorgeous hairy chest.
I knew I had to have a~ cigarette." He is now up to 3 packs
day.
The others nodded in sympathy.
Apparently, cigarette
commercials take the highest
toll. Gold necklaced beauties
plying Salems and Camels and
husky cowboys lighting up Marl-

boros are irresistable to many.
I was reminded of a Vantage
commercial where the seductive
lad boldly stated, "I know why
I smoke..." So do I.
Those
ad agencies have no shame. My
eyes began to glisten in sym-

inal membership.

Over thirty

men attended from a wide spectrum of professions: medicine,
law, psychology, retail sales,
teaching, applied sciences,
architecture, the clergy and
library science were represented, along with other businesses and careers.
The meeting began socially,
included the discussion mentioned above, was open to announcements and- concerns about
future goals and purposes,
as was closed as socially as
it had begun, with several
members lingering to chat or
go out to a bar.
It was generally felt-

by

most members that there was
something exciting happening
at the meeting, and it is expected that the group will
continue to develop in both

numbers and energy.
Interested parties can call Tom
Hammond at 849-1572 for information regarding the next

meeting--in strictest

confidence.

huge billboard of Telly Savalas
in a black suit telling mc to
"Feel the Velvet, Baby".
I

have a fatal weakness for bald
men. Because of that sign I

began to pick up two and three

bottles of Black Velvet before
work everyday. I tried to
travel other routes, but the
image was burned into my soul."

con't on page 10

Q&pecializing in original clothing and accessories

from the iy2o's through

the >9jo's

I

pathy.

This was only the beginning.
The next speaker's story was
predictable from the moment he
stood. His cheeks fairly shined
with new found fatness.
I was
curious to know the catalyst
for his gluttony.
"It's that Aunt Jemima
waffle commercial, where the
lumberjack type tells his "roommate" about the newer, fluffier,
bigger Aunt Jemima frozen
waffles. I haven't had a good
breakfast of eggs and bacon
for over five months."
This desperate chubbie was
in an even more pitiful situation than most.
The lumberjack
type in the ad was in fact his
ex-lover. My eyes began to
produce full tears.
The final expose reduced
mc to uncontrollable sobbing.
Once a successful publishing
editor, this man had lost his
house, his lover, and all his
self respect. Why?
"I drive to work every
day on the Expressway," he
started.
"At the end of the
highway stands my nemesis; a
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THE
GAY

GATSBY
Dancer from the Dance by Andrew Holleran,
William Morrow & Co., $9.95. Available
at Elmwood Books, 410 Elmwood Avenue.

elusive, somewhat mysterious man who became a legend in New York in the late
seventies but whom no one ever really
knew (not even Sutherland, his closest
companion and the other strong character
in the book), Malone, in his escape from
the anarchy and lack of meaning he saw
in Fire Island redeems himself in the last
chapter. Like Gatsby, Malone is last seen
in water, cleansing himself of past sins
and reclaiming his humanity.
Sutherland, Malone's only true friend
and mentor to the mores of gay New York,
is outwardly more flamboyant and much of
the book's wit originates as his thought.
"My face seats five, my honey pot's on
fire" becomes Sutherland's motto. Perpetually in disguise as a Russian countess,
Clara Barton or Carmen Miranda, Sutherland'
us of camp counterbalances Malone's intensely serious search for love.
"We live, after all, in perilous times

love another man or woman, a human
lover whose farts occasionally punctuate
the silence of your bedroom in the morning
and who now and then has bad moods that
must be catered to."
It is a lesson--the realization that
to search for perfection in love always
leads to sorrow, that Malone himself realized shortly before his disappearance.
While cruising a man that earlier he
would have pursued, he realizes "that the
young man's beauty was just that--a fact:
his beauty--and that he, Malone, could
not worship it, or worse (the fault of
so many people he knew still) possess it,
consume it, digest it." And in this
awareness lies Malone's salvation.
must

of complete philosophic sterility, we live
in a rude and dangerous time in which there
are no values to speak to and one can cling
to only concrete things--such as cock,"
Sutherland warns early in the book, and
indeed,
search for perfection
often seems to parallel that thought. If
not cock, Sutherland and Malone live to
dance: "that is all that's left when
love has gone Dancing. There is no love
in this city, only discotheques..."
Holleran is at his
best when he writes o f the dance.
Dancing becomes an existential motif
here, the only alternative to the
pursuit of love, a pursuit that
inevitably ends with less than
perfection, and therefore failure
"How serious it was, how dark, how
deep--how aching, how desperate
We lived on certain chords in
a song, and the proximity of an

Malone's

Dancer from the Dance is, at last, a
gay novel for gay people, and the very
best of the genre I have ever read.
That's a lot of hype, I guess, but
Andrew Holleran's book deserves it.
It
is an intimate novel, full of characters
who became real people for mc, and whose
failures and successes I came to care
about deeply.
It is filled with experiences many of us claim as uniquely per-

sonal—the exhilaration and subsequent
disillusionment of the search for love,
the power and glory of dancing, the need
for bigger and better men. It is also a
novel written in a classic style, with
flashbacks, a literate narrator, a tightly
constructed plot with several complex
characters, and a marvelous use of the
language.

The gay novel is a relatively new
genre in American fiction, and one with
a relatively uninspired tradition. Our
contemporary comparisons include John
Rechy, who has a command of the language
but little to say; Patricia Nell Warren,
who might better write for the soaps, and
Gordon Merrick, of whom the less said the
better. As we grow stronger in pride
and more open in the media, the commercial
possibilities of good gay fiction increase,
and there have been several more earnest
attempts to capture the feelings and mores
of gay people of our generation. Rita
Mac Brown has succeeded with Rubyfruit
Jungle and recently Paul Monette has done
an admirable job with Taking Care of Mrs.

Carroll.
Andrew Holleran has created what feels
to mc to be the most lyric, intelligent
and honest job of all so far.
He has
taken a style and tradition of a classic
American novel form and used it to portray
the traditional American hero--strong,
alone, tragic--in a way that both broadens
the form to include gay people and enlivens
it with a vitality that it has lost in
two decades of experimentation with the
form of the novel.
Holleran takes F. Scott Fitzgerald
as his literary mentor and has written a
book that bears a remarkable resemblance
to The Great Gatsby in both style and tone.
In both books, a young attractive
single man goes East to rediscover himself, and after learning incidentals of
his past we witness his rise and fall in
the social/sexual traditions of his generation.
Malone, the protagonist of Dancer
from the Dance, like Gatsby, is never
completely comfortable with the life he
so nobly struggles to master, and both
major characters are able to save themselves from a truly tragic fate through
a spiritual transcendence and emergence
in water, the sign of renewal and rebirth.
Fitzgerald's East Egg and West Egg of Long
Island become Manhattan and Fire Island
for Malone, and Dancer's narrator possesses
the same omnipotence as does Fitzgerald's
narrator Nick.
I make these comparisons not completely to display the novels' connection to
American literary tradition, , but to modestly propose that Mr. Holleran s book is as
clear and true a portrait of a generation
as The Great Gatsby was for a previous
generation of Americans.
Holleran guides us through the coming
age of a gay man in the seventies; Malone's
dawning of gay awareness and subsequent
attempts at denial of his "difference",
his journey to the land of Oz--Manhattan's
discotheques, bars, baths and streets-his encounters with a variety of unique
gay men, his need for love and compulsive
search for it, and his almost final realization that to dance is more honest and
exhilarating than to love.
I say "almost final" because Malone
redeems himself at the end. An always

.

other individual dancing beside
you, taking communion from the A
same hand, soaked with sweat, -|*
stroked by the same tambourines?
...We stayed until closing, %
because the music was superb, \
dancing beside messenger boys
so drugged they danced by them
selves in front of mirrors(with
their eyes closed), and when
we finally emerged, it was time
to see the sun come up from the
empty sidewalks of Times Square,
which at that hour was as empty
as clean, as ghostly as
oceans of the moon."

the

The evocative backdrop ot discos anci
Fire Island, the wit and cynicism of
Sutherland all remain static throughout
the book.
Its fluidity, growth and progression evolve from Malone's innocence,
through his callousness, and finally to

redemption.
Early in the book, Malone is true to
his belief that love is possible, and
Holleran1s description of his first lover
reads blissfully:
"And he would listen in the darkness

for a clock, a sound, as if the whole
world had vanished and only he and Frankie
by reason of their perfect happiness, still
existed. When he lay back again and'
Frankie's dark, soft hair rested against
his shoulder, and the wind coming across
the harbor began to rattle the window
gently, he felt as if they were on some
high promontory above the world, as solitary as shepherds on a crag in a canvas
of Brueghel, all alone in the blue, windy,
gentle world. Malone would lie awake all
night in wonderment and peace, like a
shepherd who keeps watch over his f10ck....
Later in the book;
"He saw as he sat there that what he
truly was in love with--or any of us, for
that matter--was not Rafael, or Jesus,
or the man we had been watching on the
dance floor for four years now, but our
own senses, the animal bliss of being
alive. He had come to adore, true climber
on the ladder of love, not only Rafael,
but all the Rafaels in this street--and
that what he loved, finally, was only the
city

"

In its diversity and richness, it is
difficult--and probably dishonest--to extract a major theme in Dancer from the
Dance.
But a friend of the narrator seems

to come closest when explaining Malone's
fall from love:
"The life of his flesh dwindled, but
his spirit ascended like the angels into
a perfect love--and yet, he was still
stuck with his mortal body and his mortal
lusts and mortal loveliness: you can't
live on the promise of a casual smile
which passes while you sit on the stoop
waiting for the breeze from the river....
You can't love eyes, my dear, you can't
love youth, you can't love summer dusks
that washed us out of our tenements into
the streets'like water falling over rocks-no, dear, madness that way lies. You

Although Holleran suggests that the
life of the dance, devoid of human loves
and feelings, is essentially a vapid,
dead-end existence, much of his prose also
celebrates that life. And in the end,
we are left with an ambivalence. On the
one hand, Holleran sees a lack of purpose
in Malone's life symbolized by his resignation to dancing his life away. On the
other hand, Holleran states:
"We don't have to do anything with
our lives. As long as you are alive,
there's an end to it. I feel like a child
who's been awakened from his sleep and
taken downstairs in someone's arms to see
the party and the guests. Who knows how
long it will last, who knows when the
considerate adult will send you back to
bed and life will once more be that poignant band of light beneath the door,
beyond which all the voices, laughter and
happiness lie. No,darling, mourn no longer for Malone.
He knew very well how
gorgeous life is--that was the light in
him that you and I and all the queens
fell in love with. Go out dancing
tonight, my dear, and go home with someone, and if the love doesn't last beyond
the morning, then know I love you."
Dancer from the Dance is a profound
and important novel.
It is not representative of every gay lifestyle, but the
life it chooses to portray, it masters
with consumate grace and skill. For all
of us who have sought perfection in our
loves, and who have ended the search on
the dance floor, Dancer from the Dance
is redeeming.
Tom Hammond
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RELIGION:
PTHRE ERSONAL
REFLECTIONS.
A CATHOLIC VIEWPOJNTCheryl

I have given much thought
to how best I could present a
personal reflection on what it
is to be gay and Catholic. I

have come to the conclusion
that these comments probably
will be somewhat less than perfect, yet striving for the goal
of what has been asked of mc,
I've said to myself "so why
should these comments be different from my own personhood?"
Since this is a personal
reflection I want to remind
you that I am not speaking as
a Catholic moral theologian
nor as representative of any
or all other thousands of existing gay Catholic women, nor
as a member of Dignity, the
international organization of
gay and concerned Catholics of
which I am the local Buffalo
chapter president i speak to
you as Cheryl, a human being
created in the image of God, a
woman...who also is a professional as well as a lesbian...
a little saint and a little
sinner...a Catholic striving
to remain such within a human
an institutional
church which is quick to say

condition and
that

"being gay and Catholic

don't mix...you must change".
I was raised in an Italian
Catholic family who attended
Mass on Sundays regularly as a
family unit until the time my
brother went to college and
would sleep late. In Bth grade
I refused to go because I would
get dizzy and would faint regularly at Mass. Even then, the
pressure from the institutional
church was getting to mc, since
for years I knew I was different
I guess I felt hypocritical
going to Mass pretending to be
like others thought everyone
else was and should be.
I went to public school
until high school when I went
to a private girl's school,
Notre Dame. There the chapel
held special solace for mc as
it was mc and God only, and
not the institutional church
confusing my thoughts and
feelings toward God. In religion classes, I became known
as the one who questioned what
the priests were saying to us.
I was striving then for Christian maturity, attempting to become a thinking Catholic, trying to utilize the gift of free
will which was one teaching I
never doubted.
I was a member of Sodality
and almost turned into a statue
when during Mass the priest
dropped the Communion. I quickly picked it up to give it to
the priest, and at the same
time he said, "Wait". He told
mc not to touch anything with
that hand before it was washed.
I didn't know only he could
touch the Host. My first
thought had been to pick God
up quickly.
On to college where I met
a woman with whom I had my

first

sexual experience and
continued to be with for the
next six years. I deeply loved
Sandee. Itwas difficult when
my confessor told mc not to

6

touch her anymore and to allow
her to procreate as she was
meant to. If I didn't want to
procreate, then T should seek
professionalcounseling. I never felt I had to make a choice
between my lover and my God.
It was only in loving and
being loved I truly knew and
felt the specialness of my
"being". The institutional
church was telling mc that as
God's children we are all
special. It makes mc angry now
to recalltthat it was a confessional where I made my

first public announcement of
my love for another woman. To
speak of a love as mutually
supportive and tender as that
was, I realize now, that one
doesn't go to a confessional.
I could not stay away from
Sandee and felt I had let myself down and her also. So I
stayed away from Church. So
much pain she shouldered with
mc during my turmoil. As she
would say "There's nothing
wrong with this. We are in love.

How can that be wrong?"
We did go back to church
occasionally, yet I couldn't
bring myself to take the
Sacrament of Penance and the
Holy Eucharist, or to go to
high holyday celebrations. I
didn't feel good about myself,
a sinner. I continued to pray,

read, and meditate and within
the last three years I became
aware that I was made in God's
image, I didn't choose to be a
lesbian. I felt I always was...
and who would choose to be gay
with all the stigma and pain. I
am not that much of a martyr.
As I discovered Dignity and
became involved, my self concept
began to improve. I was not afraid to say "I am a Catholic"
anymore nor ashamed to say it
to myself. I didn't want to
leave the Church because I felt
I was born a Catholic for a
reason. I don't want society to
take my religion away from mc
nor say that I can "only if...".
Christ was stripped of his garments but I will not let anyone strip mc of my faith and
the practicing of my religion
as they stripped mc of my love,
Sandee. Of course, there are
some aspects of the institutional church I have to cppe with,
but at least I realize that I
can disagree with the Church
and still be a part of it
whether it outwardly recognizes
mc or not. And I have to remember that education is needed
since it wasn't until 1976 that
the Church even used "homosexual" in its terminology. Change
is here. Change is now. It begins
with mc.

THE
ATHEIST'S

VIEW

-

It is difficult to say
whether I am atheistic because
I am gay or because I am a
scientist. There are many
causes for an individual's
beliefs, and thus my "devout
atheism" is undoubtably a
result of a combination of
these two factors as well as
several others that are not
totally recognized.
I was reared as a Southern Born Again Baptist, and
for the first eighteen years
of my life I did not question
their teachings. My homosexual experiences had started
long before my eighteenth
year, but I ignored the guilt
feelings (after all my heterosexual counterparts were ignoring their guilt) and continued to enjoy myself. Then
There I
I went to college!
was quite active in the Baptist
Student Union--to the point
of going to devotion services
each noon and teaching Sunday
School on Sunday Mornings.
The first doubt of the validity of the whole exercise entered my mind when a Roman

Catholic delegation came to
our group and asked that as
each group approached students,
the group would urge them to
go to the church of their
choice, but to go to church
(I don't recall a synagogue
being mentioned by either
side).
Thus, if a Baptist
student were to encounter a
Roman- Catholic, he/she would
urge the Roman Catholic to
go to the RC Church and not
try to convert him/her to go
It
to the Baptist Church.
sounded like a good idea to
mc, and they got my vote;
the only vote they got! the
other BETTER BAPTISTS THAN I
said that such a plan would
go against the Southern Baptist Convention and we could
That night I benot do it.
gan to wonder if the god I
was worshipping really was
I dethat narrow-minded.
cided that if he were, then
he didn't really deserve my
attention, much less my worship.
Such doubt had already
entered my mind because I knew
that he disapproved of my homosexuality and I was already
beginning to question the wisdom of any condemnation of anything that felt so right for
mc, a person of reasonable
I also began
intelligence.
to look at the state of the
world and wondered how a "loving god" could allow such
I was perthings to happen.
fectly willing to buy the

notion of man's responsibility for the bad things, but if
man were responsible for those,
why not assume that he was also responsible for the good
things? In other words why
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if man were r
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Burton Weiss article is reARI Magazine.

Pointed from

THE JEWISH GAY'S SITUATION—
Earlier this century, especially
before the State,lsrael seemed
full of promise of sexual liberation, gay liberation, women's
liberation, you name it-by
virtue of both the pervading
"pioneer spirit" and its most
widely known social institution!
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Jim Haynes
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control, and laws governing
sexual activities, Thus man
is denied the right to accept
the responsibility for his
own actions and is forced to
accept "god's plan".
Therefore, we see women oppressed
in numerous ways, additional
taxes paid because religious
institutions pay none, civilization breeding itself into
extinction because birth control is not allowed, and the
whole range of regulations
concerning sexual activities.
It became my strong belief
(and remains so) that all of
this regulation and much more,
came about because man is
afraid to recognize himself as
an entity with the capacities'
for "good" and "evil". Without needing the rationalization that there is an outside
force over which he has no
control but' which controls
him. It seemed to mc that it
was a very short step to go
from that belief to the one

The kibbutz actually brought
about,on a small scale, and
exemplified to the rest of Klal

the breakdown of the
possessive Jewish nuclear
family(although not of sexisme.g., in the distribution of
child-care tasks). But today,
after all these years, only 3%
of Israelis live in Kibbutzim,
many of which have become quite
bourgeois, and Israel society
(although women are drafted in
to the army) is at least as
sexist as our own, the women's
movement is finding it hard to
gain even a foothold, and exYisroel,

cept for artists and actors,
homosexual Israeli men
I know

-

almost nothing, I'm afraid,
about Israeli lesbians
are
even more fearful of "coming
out" and more prone to heterosexual marriages of convenience
than their gay Jewish brothers
in the States.
You ask:"What ought
Israelis to do in the next
twenty-five years to enhance
that aspect (viz. the sexual)
of Jewish Life?"Simple (as Arthur Waskow might say): return
to the minhagim, indeed to the
halachot, .of the Garden of Eden.
To the ways, that is, of hermaphrodite Adam (see,e.g.,
Nachmanides" commentary on Gen.

,

-

2:18) and unoppressed Eve
be
fore she was told 'thy desire
shall be to thy husband, and
he shall rule over thee" (Gen.
3:16). In other words, to the

that we must try to please
that force. Further, man was
afraid to admit his own mor-

tality, and his conceit required him to believe that he
was important enough to interest an outside force.
Surely
after this life there must

ambisexuality and equality of

the sexes. This is a tall order.
Let mc focus, as a gay Jewish
man, on the gay liberation of
Klal Yisroel, particularly on

Burton Weiss

occupation with the "Jewish

family" and the notion, which
no doubt still motivates many
Israelis, that it is the best
means we know fortransmitting
our Traditions and our Jewish
(and Israeli) pride.

We must ask those Israelis

(and other Jews who are similan
-ly preoccupied): "Should
Jewish men feel obliged to have

families, including children?
If the answer is "yes", pity
some of those children
and
their mothers. (Pity ourselves,
and our best friends.) In any
case, breaking down the possessive, sexist, Jewish nuclear
family would be one important
function of the "gay liberation
of Klal Yisroel." For as that
liberation neared accomplishment , even if most of our
People still agreed that adult
Jews should feel obliged to
take part in families which
include children they are
"raising as Jews" many kinds and
combinations of "families"
might be deemed as acceptable

-

as the current oppressive norm:
e.g., "marriages" between a gay
Jewish man and a gay Jewish woman, raising their own (biological) children, and with boyfriends and girlfriends on the
side; "marriages" between two
Jewish men, or two Jewish women, raising adopted cildren;
menage a trois; a quatre;
havurot;kibbutzim.
Indeed, it's my
guess that in a more or less
sex-positive
i.e., gay
society, one particularly in
which people are not bound
guiltily to one another by Law,

-

-

the Joint Return, approving
kith and kin, the fear of God,
adorant children...not bound

by anything but love, and fear
just of loss, dyadic relationships of any kind, homosexual,

with or without children, would
be unlikely to last long in
i.e., outside the
isolation
men.
supportive and enriching conFirst, a definition. By
text of small communities or
"gay" I mean something for
closely cooperating circles of
everybody: viz. "comfortable
friends.
with homosexual feelings (othSince the Haskalah, preer people's as well as your
dominantly homosexual Jewish
own) and with their expression,
men have had four options:
if any, in speaking and other
non-coercive acts." That sounds
1) Live exclusively heterowhy then are Israelis
harmless
osexual (or much more
rarely, asexual) Jewish
homophobic? Why, for that matter, don't they support gay
lives, be unhappy, and
liberation? Well,homosexual remake those you live with
unhappy
lations, between men atleast,
are prohibited in the Torah,
2) Stop living as Jews
i.e., separate yourself
which is reason enough for the
from the Community.
dati. But the great majority of
3) Live predominantly homoWhat
Israelis are lo dati
keeps them from accepting gay
sexual Jewish lives and

be something else. All of
these factors profoundly affected my life. To accomplish
them, I had to live by a code
that was extremely difficult
if not impossible. In order
for mc to try to do so, my
intelligence required that I
be convinced that there was
empirical evidence of the
existence of such a "force".
The more I looked, the more con'
vinced I became that such a
force did not exist. Thus was
born Jim the atheist.
No one is more aware than
I that this article does not
answer all of the centuries of
religious enquiry. Equally,
it will in no way change the
persuasion of my deeply religious and much-beloved friends
(nor was it intended to do so).
It will, I hope, present a
point of view (mine) that leads
logically to the conclusion
that if man will accept the
consequences of his actions,
take responsibility for them,
recognize that he is in control
of his destiny and that there
is no outside "force" interested in him, then he can easily
control those among us who
would forcibly inflict their
wills upon us (including the
religious fanatics) and yet
govern himself in such a way
that would liberate each individual to live his/her only
life to the fullest extent
possible.
Thus is born Jim the
cautious optimist

-

-

-

-

lie.

people?
It might be

helpful,!

think, to look at the "reasons
for the prohibition" given in
Talmudic literature: 1) We are
commanded to be fruitful and
multipy";
2) homosexual relations are "unnatural"; 3)
practicing homosexuals "go astray" from their families.
Although many Israelis believe
it is desirable, perhaps even
necessary, to increase the
population of their beleaguer-

ed and still "under-developed"
country, no society in which
homosexual activities were considered acceptable ever perished, so far as I know, for lack
of an adequate birth-rate. We
must conclude, therefore,that
the first two "reasons" are
nothing but relics of religious
dogmatism which will eventually
lose their hold over the minds
of people who pride themselves
on being "scientific" and a-

Am

4) Live predominantly homo-

sexual Jewish lives with

out lies, heavy guilt,
or advertising
say,

-

"Let there be peace between thee and mc, Lord,
for my impulses in this
regard are just too
in oth
strong for mc"
er words, without believing, let alone declaring to others, that
gay is good, let alone
in harmony with God's
will. (Most of the people
who have given this advice are heterosexual
usually
datiim
Lubavitcher hasidim, who
are supposedto have a
highly developed sense
of Ahavat Yisroel.)
God grant that speedily in

-

-

our days (say,

in the next twen-

ty-five years) we shall have a
fifth: living with our brothers
and sisters (all of them comfortable with their own homosex-

mong whom no institution is
more universally despised that
ual feelings) according to the
the (Established) Rabbinate. halachah of Paradise.
li Let mc focus, instead, on the
(frequently homophobic) pre-

SUjpj.
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How Does Your Garden Grow?
Fall has fallen with it's
usual uncertainty, weatherwise
anyway, and ugh; winter is just
around the corner. But before
we hit that corner, or it hits

us,

I

i

there are many things to be
done outside. Besides raking
leaves and harvesting pumpkins,
your beds need some attention
(Save the work on your
too.
inside bed and/or beds for a

rainy day.)

rives next

spring,

carinas

the greenery, remove the soil
from the bulbs, dry them out
on a sunny day and store them
in a cool, dry area, dusting
them with any commercial bulb
dust to kill thrips, a kind of
tiny insect, that will eat them
Use the vegetation from these
plants for your layer of mulch.
If you are planning on
planting spring flowering bulbs
such as tulips, crocus, daffodils, hyacinths and narcissus,
now is the time to do it, but

the leaching

easy and inexpensive way to
improve soil conditions. I'm
going to try, as an experiment
spreading about 1" to 2" of
grass clippings over my chopped
up vegetation to see if it
will help eliminate early spring
weed growth.

y|

fo^

do it before chopping up the
vegetation, being careful not
to chop too deep.
Freshly planted perennials
such as phlox, iris or primrose
may need a mulching the first
winter to prevent their roots
or rhizomes

are perennial

disturb them, especially shallow planted bulbs such as
crocus.
This layer of pulverized
vegetation will decompose until
freezing weather arrives, leaching nutrients down into the
soil.
When warmer weather ar-
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Salads & Spreads
Daily Hot Specials
Fresh Squeezed Juices

Home Baked Bread

836-9035

Open for lunch 1 1:30-5:00/for dinner 5:00-9:00
Weekend breakfast from 9:30

HOURS
MON. 11-3
TUES.,WED.,THURS 11-8
FRUI-10 SAT.S-10
FEATURING FINE ITALIAN CUISINE

Allen 1Restaurant
Steaks
Fish

43 /2 ALLEN STo
886-8740

Salads

Sandwiches
Homemade Desserts
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center of it.
So now that you

Daily Specials
Friday Fish Fry

have done

your best at winterizing your
outside beds, you can go inside
and do your best, whatever that
may be, on your inside beds.
Until next time, keep your rhizomes covered, sweetie.
HOT SHOT by Karen Young

(available in giant 45's)

EYES ON THE BACK OF MY HEAD
by Patti Labelle
IT'S THE SAME OLD SONG by
K.C. and The Sunshine Band
IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME
NOW by Linda Clifford

Here is your author pre-

paring to protect his rhizome
from frostbite.

The following is a list
of the most frequently played
albums and songs heard in MEAN
ALICE'S BAR:

Disco Noise

by John Love

1.

"Are you ready--

2.
3.
4.

Are you ready for this?"
"Do you like itDo you like it like this?"

"Push--push--

theY
greenf leld street restaurant

from frostbite and

being heaved out of the ground,
This can be
(see picture)
accomplished by using peat moss
or again, grass clippings and
spreading an inch or so around
the plant, mounding it up
slightly, directly over the

fully, getting everything out,
as some of those little terrors

and will survive
the winter, becoming an infestation that not even a gallon
of A-200 will eliminate.
After this is done, uproot all
annuals, cut down the perennials
to about ground level, and lay
them on their side in the bed.
Next, take a flat bladed spade
or a half moon sod cutter, and
chop up everything to tiny
bite size pieces. The finer
the better. If there are perennial plants in the bed, take
care not to chop too close to
them so as not to harm their
If there are spring
roots.
flowering bulbs in the bed,
don't chop too deep as you may

dahlias or tuberous,

begonias, dig them up, cut off

will continue until you remove
the dried out stalks and dispose of them.
Another fast,

Now then, in the gardens
where you may have had annuals
in bloom, pull them all out
and feed your compost pile with
them.
If you have perennials,
cut them back to about ground
leval and throw that refuse in(We talked
to the pile too.
about composting, among other
things in the last issue.)
If you don't have a compost pile, don't despair.
But
don't throw out those spent
flowers and stalks either.
First, weed your gardens care-

,

If you had summer flower-

ing bulbs such as gladiolas,

5.

In the bush."

...are the best recognized lines

6.

of the latest disco hit IN THE
BUSH by Musique.
The eightminute twenty-second song is
one of four disco cuts on the
album "Keep On Jumpin' In".
The album and single is also

7.

8.

Donna Summers Live

Shame by Evelyn King

Hot Shot by Karen Young
Keep On Jumpin In select

cuts by Musique
Boogie Oogie Oogie by Taste
of Honey
I'm a Man by Macho
Kongas by Anikana-0
Got a Feeling by Patrick

Juvet

9. Macho Man by Village People
10. Summertime Groove by
Bohannon
11. Disco Heat--Step II by

among the Top 10 Disco Selection in Billboard Magazine.
Let's face it, the words are
sexually suggestive, and there's
a lot of drumming, but musicwise the song is great.
Well, folks, for those of
you who are looking for something different, Meco (STAR
WARS) Monardo has it in the
WIZARD OF OZ album. Yup--the
music from that classic Judy
Garland film is now available
in Disco.
An interesting feature of this album is that a
limited number were cut in
yellow (Yellow Brick Road) vinyl.
Listening to the album, you will
unfortunately find that some
of the songs bear a close resemblance to some of the Star
Wars music that Meco is better
known for.
If you are looking for that
disco sound for a party, which
will induce dance, and/or provide an overall listening pleasure, don't overlook the

Sylvester

Twenty-five people were asked
to name five of their Disco
favorites and the results

were:

con't on page 10

following:
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men

women
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ALLENTOWN FOOD CO-OP
252 Allen Street
Buffalo, N.Y. 14201
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'The Lambda, Some
Buttons & a Candle"

SELections
BY SAM

After much thought about possible consequences, I opened the door and
climbed the long flight of stairs to the
second floor facilities of Buffalo's Gay
Community Center on Main Street.
(Obviously these cautious steps were taken several
years ago, but they remain fresh in my
mind.) At the top I was welcomed by several men, all probably younger than myself.
One asked if he could be of any
help. My reply was that I came up to buy.
a Lambda. I knew that the Greek letter
"L" had something to do with gay liberation,
and I knew from a telephone call that the
Center had them for sale.
Shortly after purchasing the symbol,
I began to wear it but with trepidation.
What if someone recognized it as having
some homosexual meaning? As it turned out,
only a few persons saw it as the Greek
"L" and they recalled it as a symbol used
To others (including family)
in physics.
who asked what it was, I honestly answered,
"the Greek letter 'L." But I added,
"and it stands for 'liberation', or 'love',
or the first letter of my last name, or
whatever you want it to stand for." With
such a repertory of explanations at the
ready, I am not sure even today why I
originally bought it.'
Lately, however, I have worn it more
frequently and when asked I am no longer
evasive.
"It is the symbol of gay pride,"
I say simply and let the others contend
with my reply.
And so far those others
seem to have taken it in their stride!
The Lambda

Some Buttons

Part of the pack rat in mc

collects slogan-type buttons, the kind

which tell onlookers your choice of political candidate or some other special interest you favor and want others to take
note of.
To that end (I thought) I bought

such round commercials during Buffalo's
Gay Pride Week last year.
One protested,
"How DARE you presume I'm heterosexual"
and the other presents a collage representing the "Patchwork Majority."
The "How DARE y0u..." button is a
reminder of how much sexual behavior is
directed toward the straight expectations
of society.
At the same time the message
seems to anticipate shocked expressions
two

of others.as they encounter it on the person of a friend or acquaintance. I imagined such encounters but they never happened. That could be'due to the fact
that I never dared to wear the button,
and at this point I cannot even tell you
The "Patchwork Majority"
where it is.'
from time to

has been shown (never worn)
time to make the point that "if the minority groups represented on the button plus

.

the disabled got all of their acts together, it would be a different world to live
in

Several weeks ago I walked out
Rochester's Monroe Avenue to Cobbs Hill
and then on up to the reservoir as part
of the New York State-wide Rally for
Rights. As our several hundred person
parade left the well-lighted street we
were in darkness as we trudged up the
hill save for the small candle each of us
held. It was a beautiful sight, and one
to long remember as yet another example
of brothers and sisters united in the
struggle for the right to be ourselves.
There was singing and laughter, exuberance
on the part of some and solemnity for
others. Women and men, lovers, people in
groups and people alone--we walked following colorful banners.
But as I>walked carefully up the hill,
I learned something about a candle that I
had not realized before. It was not the
light from the candle I held that guided
It was the one my lover
my footsteps.
held, and those carried by -others in front,
And my light added
behind, and beside mc.
to the illumination of their respective
We were there not only with each
steps.
other, but for each other. It had been
a day with beautiful'weather and inspirational messages. For mc the highlight
was learning about the illuminating capacity and function of a candle.

A Candle

'

FROM OUR

MAILBAG

Doesn't it burn you to see your colleagues drooling over the cheerleaders,
yukking it up over some girl's skirt while
you know you'd be out on your ear if you

talked that way about the soccer team?
In California they have another
amendment in the works--this one is the
Briggs amendment and it makes it illegal
to be gay and teach too. The hypocrisy
of it makes mc sick, but what else is new
in that department.
In the meantime what can we do? I
don't believe for a moment anyone can stop
the Briggs amendment. There is something
I would like to see instead--I wish every
one of
gay teachers all, could stand
That
up and tell them just what we are.
foul public would find so many of us-so many of us who have taught their childIt would be nice
ren so well and so long.
to see it stick in their craw until they
choke or learn to live with it.
Well, that's a dream of mine. It will
probably have to ride for a long time.
Between now and then let's each of us be

us,

out as-much as we dare--soon we'll be able
to dare

more.

Hope your papers are all

corrected,

Dear Fifth Freedom

Peter

(especially you, Paul),

THANK YOU for the great review of the
restaurant in this issue.
The picture is
a great way for people to be able to find
us. The review makes mc want to eat at
the restaurant, as I hope it will every-

one else. With support like this I'm sure
we will make it!

I must continue to wear my
its meaning.
I must
wear my buttons and when I do, I must wear
them with pride. There are many persons
who have yet to learn that "Gay is Good
and Gay is Proud." I must help illumine
the way for others by the example of my
own living.
A little candle taught mc
The

teachers,

Watch out,

Moral_

LambdT~arid explain

Want to say thanks
Best Wishes Always,

again!

Dan Turchiarelli
Allen Restaurant
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DISCO NQISEr
cent

shoved down their throats. It
seems that the radio.stations
feel that the Bee Gees are
the best that Disco can con-

p«

fro

Boogie Oogie oogie--14 votes
Last Dance (Summers)--14

tribute. Phooey.
If there
is an area AM radio DJ out there
reading this, PLEASE LISTEN,
GIVE Disco a break.
We disco-

Shame (King)--13

Get Off (Foxy) --,6
You and I (R. James)--6
Macho Man (Village People)--6
San Francisco--5
Groove Line CHeat Wave)--5
If My Friends Could See Mc Now

music lovers would appreciate
the gesture.

TClifford)^

MacArthur Park (Summers)--4
You (CoolidgeT--4

BART COCKHOLD

Honorable Mention (3-2 votes)

ies to pantyhose (a Joe Namath
fetishist), they have devised

continuously having "Grease",
"Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club" Andy Gibb, Meatloaf...

my life.

] I CLASSIFIED I
J

'J
J

'
'*t
'*

J

'

I'm in prison at Columbus Correctional Facility and I could
really use some mail from anyone. I will be honest and I
will answer any and all mail.
Olander Hudson
Ser. No. 148-163
P.O. Box 511
Columbus, Ohio 43 216
25 yrs., born June 19, sB",
140 lbs. , Cauc.
Apartment for rent--three
rooms, two large closets,

November

384-8198.

1.

Call Don or Jim

J
{

J

*
\*

*$

{

performed

on them,)

716-885-^522

J

\

atj

So far I have been

TBCKST

venient suppositories."

J

{

m

squeak regardless

of what activity is

able to stare at pictures of
rugged soccer players crowded
around Buick Rivieras and
laugh, and roam past shelves
of suggestive Macho cologne
bottles without too much more
than a fondle or two of the
tester, but just in case my
weak point is finally discovered, I now have a place to
turn. For I live in constant
fear that someday I will turn
on the television and see Jan
Michael Vincent rise out of
the surf, flex slightly, and
say "...and now sold in con,

Classified ads for the sth
'
'* Freedom
are real cheap; only '
10c a word with a $1 minimum. *,

*
bath,' *
all ' *
dogs \ t

completely furnished with
utilities $175/month. No
or children. In completely
gay household. Available

(guaranteed not to

numerous methods of combatting
the common menace.
Some are
fortunate enough to have understanding lovers who screen
their magazines and newspapers
for them.
HAA also manages
a 24 hour hotline for those
who need instant support.
Through all of this a
measure of peace has entered

Why-Oh-Why do area AM
radio stations overlook many
•of the good disco hits (such
as "Last Dance". "Boogie Oogie
Oogie", "You and I"...)? Instead the Buffalo public is

*
*

Manufacturers of two, four, six and nine pillow
couches, end tables, cocktail tables, large variety
of pillows and platform beds.

everything from Eveready batter-

Let's All Chant, America,
Stuff Like That, Do or Die
Pet Peeve Dept.

J
J

.

NEW YORK PILLOW
202 Allen St.

'
'

1

SHOE

Announcements, on the other
J
hand, of upcoming meetings,
J
events, and the like are free. J
sth Freedom
J
Box 155
J
Ellicott Square Sta.
J
>
14205
Buffalo, NY

jT

JvlmftM J%£zm%—

STORES

71 GRANT ST. 886-8435

8835449

721 ELMWOOD AYE.

729 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14203

-

-

7ie/856 3298

Luncheons Served Daily I lam- 3pm Join Us For OurDaily Cocktail Hour
I lam- 7pm Saturday & Sunday

FRI & SAT: disco dancing
SUNDAY: FREE BUFFET 7-

Bp.m.
DISCO DANCING from 7p.m.

MON& WED-' 1/2
THURS:

price

drinks

FREE DISCO DANCE LESSONS

FREE POPCORN
BEGINNING & ADVANCED LATIN AND N.Y. HUSTLE LESSONS
with SAM and JOHN

NO COVER CHARGE: WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE.
10
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SPAGHETTI PLATE M
IT
I
I QQ^include3

writers

artists

:

I

Photographers

//

TYPISTS
TO

WORK ON THE NEXT AND SUCCEEDING ISSUES OF THIS PAPER.

sth Freedom

the

enjoy

BE

\ PAET

I

bread and butter.

SATU&JHff 2 for 1
All drinks two for the,

I

I

0F IT:

lAt&i l>a 11,

I

I

price of one. Tpra to closing

881~5335

Fov i nformation, call

or> be 11 p- v net,
.■

Tuesday., October

Cur-

.

in us at our next meeti>;, ::

offtae

is

17th, 8:00pm

located at

ALLEN St

i|s

,

r^rtLO

%Jt<J^

UPSTAIRS

Jpr2

help us
keep you

informed !

t£lij UIIVVMJI J
miFFAIO
BUFFALU
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mymENI

Matiachine Society

of the Niagara

Frontier

business and

at

normally

the

BERS AND FRIENDS ARE WELCOME. CALL 881-5335 FOR INFORMATION OR
COUNSELING.

Gay
AT

faGHTS

881-5335

for

Older V'omen

FOR MORE

(GROV!)
INFORMATION.

: Call

the Gay

Hot Line

Liberation Front / SUNY Buffalo.Op.College F (Tolstoi
Gay Coffee House
Townsend Hall, i-iain Campus,
every Friday evening at 8 pm. Call P3l-5386 for information.
Gay

College),

AT

8 PM

IN ROOM

4IA

OF THE

INFORMATION, CALL

UNION.

TOM HAMMOND

AT

849-1557. STRICTEST

'
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W\RS & RESTAURANTS
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Gay Professionals, an organization to provide support for
Gaytedple in the Professions, meeting every 3 weeks. For morf

IALITY PROVIDED.

I

if

I

2295 Main Street
Buffalo, New York .

-SWII

held
Ist and 3rd Sunday of the month,
Unitarian Church, Euwood & w. Ferry: Pot-Luck dinner
AT 6:00 PM FOLLC3WED BY MEETING & PROGRAM AT 7:30 PM. ALL MEM"

Meetings

I

J?fll<W

Fifth Freedom offices .*~ '4b Allen St., ?nd Floor. Mailing
address: MSNF, Pox 155, Ellicott Sta., Buffalo, NY
every

I /Jam's L opptrnettle I

'

;

\

3v?&

ViLU Caprl
St. 886-9469
Mean Alice's, 729 fta St. 856-3298
Valentino s, pearl St.
The Copper Kettle, 2295 Main St. 836-9364
Dominique's, 20 Allen St., 886-86%
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
Meetings every Wednesday at 8:30. Shoreline ApartMENTS, BUILDING #210, APT 102, NIAGARA STREET
PATHS
Club Amherst,
Almeda St., 835-6711
P OOK^TOP£S
Emma Feminist Eookstore, 2m Main St, at Greenfield,

:

836-^7O

55 Allen

st.

, 882-8200.

Gay

period.cals

RADIO
idndays lb.X).
Nation VPFO-fm
7 fViNinAYq
IP-T1
-tonewall kation,
i.rru fm, -88
66./.

CONFIDENT-

NIAGARA FALLS

eelimuls
Dignity / Piiffaio- wbc and meetings held at 63 Arlington
puce. pass at 3pm on the first
sunday amd spm on the third
bUNDAY OF EVERY MONTH. CALL
FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Clubs:

\
§\sKIfjL

i

v
n
co/,
nrum r> Pox
c
m York
684, Ellicott
New
// nOntario Leather rClub (NYOLC),
Buffalo,
Sta.,
hOR more Information, call 886-9469.
NY

PARS S RESTAURANTS
Ad Lib Tavern, 2228 Falls St.
IISY BITSY L OUNGE, 1149 MICHIGAN AVENUE
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